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REDUCTION OF THE ELLIPTIC ELEMENT 
TO THE WEIERSTRASS FORM. 

BY PROFESSOR F. H. SAFFORD. 

(Read before the American Mathematical Society April 26, 1919.) 

IN Enneper's Elliptische Functionen, page 27, may be 
found a method due to Weierstrass of reducing the general 
elliptic element to the Weierstrass form. Briefly, from 

^R(x0) V ( 4 S 3 - g2s - gz) 

_ , + $R'(XQ)[S - &fl"(*o)] + &R(XQ)R'"(XO) 
W ^ ^ o t 2[s„ ^fl//(aJo)]2 _ lA.R(xo) 
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comes 
dx — ds , 

(2) - 7 = = , = • = du. 
Vi2(ar) V(4*3 - g2s - gz) 

Enneper adds: " Diese Resultate wurden zuerst veröffent-
licht von W. Biermann: ' Problemata qusedam mechanica 
functionum ellipticarum ope soluta/ Diss. Berlin, 1864," 
and the latter states that they were given in Weierstrass's 
lectures. 

Necessary additional formulas are 

R(x) = Ax* + 4Bx* + 6Cx2 + 4B'x + A' 

= r0 + nix — xo) + r2(x — XQ)2 + rz(x — x0)
z 

+ n(x — x0)
4, 

r0 = R(xQ), ri = R'fa), r2 = R"(x0)/2y 

rs = R'"(xo)/G, n = fl""(s0)/24, 

(3) g2 = AA' + SC2 - 4BB' = nn - i tv* + 1V22 

= 46i€2€3, 
</3 = AC A' + 2BCB' - ABf2 - ,4 'JS2 - <73 

= ho^n + i V i ^ s - -ïVora2 — i e V 1 2 - 2Ter23 

= — 4(ei€2 + e2€3 + e3€i), 

5 = P(M + c), (ô o and c are arbitrary constants). 

Enneper later uses (1) in obtaining the addition formula 
for 9{u + v)> and Greenhill also quotes (1), adding a brief 
note. 

Haentzschel, in Reduction der Potentialgleichung, dis
cussing surfaces of revolution in a potential problem, obtains, 
following Wangerin, this differential equation 

(4) F>2(U) = AF\u) + 4BF\u) + 6CF2(u) 

+ 4B'F(u) + A' = R(F), 
for which he gives a solution 

(5) » - * ( » > - « + , J T O / 2 4 ' 
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which is obtainable from (1) by using for x0 the value a, any 
root of R(x) = 0. Haentzschel adds " . . . so könnte nach 
Herrn Weierstrass der Ausdruck (5) doch noch nicht als die 
allgemeinste Form des Integrals von (4) gelten, sondern als 
solchen leitet Herr Weierstrass ab," and then gives (l) above. 
Haentzschel uses the simpler solution in obtaining various 
families of orthogonal curves according to the methods of 
conjugate functions, but merely gives an outline for the case 
of the (apparently) more general solution. 

The writer has given discussions and extensions of Haentz-
schel's results in the Archiv der Mathematik und PhysiJc. In 
addition to obtaining the equations of the curves corresponding 
to the more general solution, he has shown that these equa
tions are factorable and include the curves from the simpler 
case. These results, omitting computations in general, have 
appeared in this BULLETIN, June, 1899, March, 1912, Novem
ber, 1917. 

The object of the present paper is to show that solution (1) 
arises solely from a particular choice of constants in the 
simpler form (5). But (5) is itself of considerable interest 
because it may be used to obtain the equation referred to by 
Durège as " Die Landensche Substitution." If R(x) be 
replaced by Legendre's form, (5) gives 

(6) x = snOWê) = A/(0)O - ei) I(s - €2)(* — es)", 

while the commonly quoted relation between sn and 9 is 

(7) snOVé>) = JeN(t- a3), 

in which t and as correspond respectively to s and e3; in both 
formulas e is essentially A' used above. From (6) and (7) 
the substitution may be derived. Proceeding to the more 
important derivations, the fundamental equation (1) is solved 
for s, giving 

s = 9(u + c) 

(8) = 4^ V ^ ) " + r0 + fi(a? - a?0)/2 + r2(x - x0)
2/Q 

2(x - XQ)2 

Next let #o have the value a, where a is a root of R(x) = 0, 
so that the corresponding form of (8) is 
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*1 = f(ll + Ci) 

U + h(x - «)/2 + h(x - a)2/Q 
(9) ~ 2(a? - af 

h/l + Ux- a) 112 
x — a 

I t should be noted that in (9) 

(10) t0 = R(a) = 0, h = R'(a), t2 = R"(a)/2. 

As c and C\ are merely constants of integration in solutions of 
the same differential equation, it is essential to show what 
relation between them will make the two solutions identical. 
By the aid of the usual formula 

[f (u) + P(t»][4P(«)*(«) - jfj 

ai) ,(.*•)- „,„ - y ^ w 
v J v y 4(P(w) — P(«)) 
from (8) and (9) follows 
(12) c - ci = F"1^) - ^_1(^i) 

or 
(13) s2 = ?(c - ci) = 4 ( 5 _ 5 i ) 2 • 

The direct reduction of the second member of (13) would be 
extremely long, but it can be readily carried far enough by 
computing the coefficients of certain powers of x to show that 

(14) * = * ( c - d ) - 2 ^ ^ > 

which is the desired relation mentioned above. I t is im
portant to notice that s2 is obtainable from s by replacing 
x by a, while s± was similarly obtained by replacing x0 by a. 
In both cases the radicals in s vanish. Though not necessary, 
a verification of the preceding result, (14), may be effected 
without difficulty with the aid of (11) and (12) by computing 

(15) s = W H s i ) + VK**)] = 9(u + c). 

Thus (8) or its equivalent form, (1), the fundamental 
formula due to Weierstrass, is obtainable directly from the 
simple solution (5) by a suitable choice of the constant c as 
given by (14). 
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